Factors of importance for the development of the step-down heating effect in a C3H mammary carcinoma in vivo.
The effect of step-down heating (SDH) was investigated in a C3H mammary carcinoma inoculated into the feet of CDF1 mice. The SDH effect was evaluated by comparing slopes of time versus growth delay curves of SDH-heated with the curve for single-heated controls. The effect was quantified by a ratio: 'step-down ratio' (SDR), defined as slope (SDH-heated)/slope (single-heated). Step-down heating resulted in thermosensitization in contrast to step-up heating which did not affect the heat sensitivity. The kinetics of the step-down heating effect was investigated by inserting an interval between a 44.5 degrees C/10 min sensitizing treatment (ST) and a 42.0 degrees C test treatment (TT). The effect of SDH was maximal with no interval between ST and TT (SDR = 2.3), decayed within 2 h and turned into thermotolerance. This thermotolerance was maximal after 12 h and decayed within 120 h. The effect of varying the TT temperature was investigated in the range 39.0-44.5 degrees C (ST = 44.5 degrees C/10 min). Below 42.5 degrees C the SDR value increased exponentially, and even a 39 degrees C TT produced a significant heat damage. An Arrhenius analysis was made showing a straight line in the whole temperature range with an activation energy of 526 kJ/mol and an increased activation entropy. These data show that thermosensitization can be induced by SDH in C3H mammary carcinomas in vivo. The effect seems to decay within 2 h, and by decreasing the heat activation energies the effect of low temperature heating is increased.